Introduction

Founded in 1981, Black Cultural Archives’ mission is to collect, preserve and celebrate the heritage and history of Black people in Britain. Our unparalleled and growing archive collection offers insight into the history of African and Caribbean descent in Britain and includes personal papers, organisational records, rare books, ephemera, photographs, and a small object collection. The bulk of the material is drawn from the twentieth century to the present day, while some material dates as far back as the second century.

This introductory subject guide includes a list of selected sources held by the Black Cultural Archives which relate directly to this subject area, as well as material held elsewhere. This subject guide is intended to extend upon the three themes featured in the Black Sound exhibition. This guide is not intended to be an exhaustive manual to the entire subject of Black British music, but as a companion to the Black Sound exhibition.

This narrative is recreated here with kind permission of Lloyd Bradley.

The themes of Black Sound are as follows:

**Original imports:** Highlighting the array of Black artists, mostly from America, who visited Britain for work from 1919 onwards, but who ended up living here. In particular we look at the one of the earliest known African clubs, the Florence Mills Social parlour.

**DIY Culture:** Symbolizing the creativity in music this section looks at the pirate radio stations of the 1960s through accessible technology that was relatively inexpensive and had massive potential audience. Pirate radio crystalised the moment the underground went overground on a massive scale.

**Remastering the mainstream:** An unashamed celebration of British Black music’s achievements over the last 100(ish) years.
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Background

Original imports

The Florence Mills Social Parlour, located at 50 Carnaby Street is the beginning of British Black music’s journey to creative independence, and, entirely fittingly, these premises crop up regularly in this story. Founded by Sam Manning, calypso’s first international superstar, and Amy Ashwood Garvey, in the mid-1930s, this jazz club was where West Africa met the West Indies in the West End. To a unique soundtrack of calypso-flavoured jazz, Black people from all walks of life and all across the Commonwealth – musicians, students, writers, waiters, factory workers, politicians, painters, thinkers, actors and activists – exchanged arts and ideas with each other. In the later-1940s it became the jazz club Blue Lagoon; for six months, in 1950 it was the cradle of British bebop, Club Eleven. It then became the jazz & calypso Sunset Club, where London’s first steel band made its debut in 1952.

Trinidadian calypso became popular in Britain during the 1950s led by singers such as Lord Kitchener. Purely by chance a local newsreel company filmed Kitchener singing his most well-known song London is the Place for me as he was getting off the Empire Windrush ship. The 1951 Festival of Britain brought the Trinidad All Steel Percussion Orchestra (TAPSO) to a wider audience. Mighty Sparrow became known as the Calypso King of the World and he is still one of the best-known and most successful calypsonians. Steel pan had been popular during the 1930s but reached its zenith in the 1950s with the likes of Sterling Bettancourt, Boscoe Holder and Russ Henderson.

DIY culture

The spirit of the Florence Mills Social Parlour and the musical innovations of Britain’s black players would have been meaningless if they couldn’t find an audience on their own terms. Not that there was too much choice: too often the conventional record industry either excluded domestic Black talent or drastically modified the output to suit imagined mainstream tastes. In the face of such frustration, DIY was the only way forward, and with that came creative control, fiscal responsibility and redefined artistic freedom. It meant music that existing below the lowest-common-denominator-marketing-meeting-led mainstream radar, to keep pace with and inspire a fast-evolving audience. British Black music of the last fifty years has shifted through unique flavours of calypso, swing, jazz, funk, lover’s rock, reggae, dub poetry, jungle, dubstep and grime.
Jamaica won its independence from Britain in 1962 and Island Records was founded. One of the record label's producers, Chris Blackwell, brought Millie Small to Britain in 1963. Her high-pitched voice had wide appeal with her song *My Boy Lollipop*, which reached number 2 in the UK. Trojan Records was founded in 1967, named after producer Duke Reid, known as *The Trojan*. The company brought Jamaican recordings to Britain. Their first hit was Jimmy Cliff's 'Wonderful World, Beautiful People' in 1969 with the label releasing a further 28 hits.

The first Jamaican performer to reach number one in Britain were Desmond Dekker and the Aces with "Israelites" in 1969. Bob Marley came from Jamaica to London and recorded "Catch a Fire" in 1972, returning to record "Exodus" and "Kaya" in 1977. Eddy Grant was born in Guyana in 1948, but grew up in Brixton. He was part of The New Equals, the first multi-racial group to reach number 1 in the UK, with "Baby come Back" in 1968.

Pirate radio station symbolised the ultimate in musical/cultural self-determination: accessible technology; relatively inexpensive; totally self-contained; with a massive potential audience. But they are only the conspicuous tip of a DIY iceberg that included tiny recording studios, small hall live gigs, ad hoc distribution, imaginative merchandising, blues parties, semi-underground magazines, short run pressing, and below-the-radar retail. Pirate radio also crystallized the moment the underground went overground on a massive scale – accessible to all, or all within transmitter range. Undiluted Black music proved it had inarguable widespread appeal as young listeners, in droves, deserted the legal stations. This shouldn't have come as a surprise; over time the majority of non-mainstream Black music has often found a larger audience favour. This has much to do with self-regulated Black music’s breezy inclusivity, both in terms of content and potential audience. Styles such as lover’s rock, jazz/funk and jungle have incorporated the other elements in the same way as most people have varied record collections.

The music, and the music’s acceptance, reflected the way Britain was changing, and so became the new mainstream. From calypso to hi-life to lover’s rock to grime, independently made Black British music has successfully exported to itself to such Black music bastions as Ghana, Jamaica and America.

In London pirate stations emerged that, for the first time in UK radio broadcasting, focused on particular music genres such as Radio Invicta (92.4 FM) Europe’s first soul station, started in 1970. Kiss FM (dance), Solar Radio (soul), Raiders FM, Radio Amanda and Radio Floss (Rock) and Dread Broadcasting Company (Reggae).

*Roots reggae* became increasingly popular with Britain’s Black working-class youth from the 1970s onwards, its message of Rastafari and overcoming injustice striking a chord with those on the receiving end of racism and poverty. Jamaicans who had settled in the UK (and their children who had been born here) were instrumental in setting up a network of reggae sound systems. The most popular sound systems included Jah Shaka, Coxsone Outernational, Fatman, Jah Tubbys and Quaker City.
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*Lover’s rock*, developed in the 1970s, was a smooth, soulful version of reggae, spearheaded by Dennis Brown. The early years of "lover’s rock" have two main resonances: London "blues parties" and discs by girl singers. The record that kick-started the phenomenon was the 14-year-old Louisa Mark’s plaintive reading of Robert Parker’s soul hit, "Caught You In A Lie", with Matumbi as backing group and production by sound-system man Lloyd Coxsone; this appeared on Coxsone’s Safari imprint in 1975 and was impressive enough to see release in Jamaica by Gussie Clake. Several of Louisa Mark’s subsequent titles, including "All My Loving" (Safari) and "Six Sixth Street" (Bushays), repeated the success and have remained favourites at revive sessions ever since.

During the 1980s bands such as Aswad, Steel Pulse and Misty in Roots released records and played gigs throughout Britain. As roots music's popularity waned in Jamaica in the 1980s, sound systems such as Jah Shaka kept the faith in the UK, which has been referred to as UK DUB. Influencing a new generation of producers, sound systems and artists, including The Disciples, Irration Steppas, Jah Warrior and The Rootsman.

In the early 1990s, pirate radio briefly declined through the combination of tougher penalties, and an intensified crackdown by the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI). The leading dance pirate radio station Kiss FM responded to the Government’s offer of amnesty for pirate stations by voluntarily closing and applying for an official license. The new pirate radio stations abandoned the mainstream pop radio format and moved to a “raves on the air” format with strong emphasis on audience participation, enabled by the spread of mobile phones.

There are currently an estimated 150 pirate radio stations still transmitting around Britain. A large proportion of these pirate radio stations operate in London, with significant clusters in Harlesden, Crystal Palace, Stoke Newington, Southwark and Lambeth.

**Remastering the mainstream**

What was once held in contempt by the regular record business is now irrepresible, forcing the mainstream to try and keep up as it dominates the charts and the media. This is a triumph of the values made tangible in the previous room – freedom of ideas, boldness of spirit, self-regulation and hard graft.

This is much more than just having pop hits or getting on front covers, though, thanks to the commercially-viable grounding this new wave of talent enjoys. The success of this commercial and creative anarchy has caused such a shift in the traditional power structure, the music establishment has been compelled to rethink its entire way of doing things. What began as chancers knocking out white label twelve inchers from the boots of their cars, is now taking on multinational corporations. Major record companies have now become little more than manufacturers and wholesalers as artists lease their own finished product or strike distribution deals for their own labels. A&R departments have found themselves responding to what’s out there rather than being able to define it.
Marketing music has now become a matter of raves, illegal radio and shot-on-your-phone YouTube videos, rather than selling music through mainstream shops such as HMV. Conventional music magazines have been left behind by the wave of sharp, plugged in urban-type publications, and forced to take a more rounded “lifestyle” approach. Conventional television isn’t even attempting to tap into this new wave, as the Internet means fast-moving operations like SB.TV, Boiler Room and everybody’s YouTube channel and Facebook page is already putting a rapid response visual spin on the sound system/pirate radio vibe. After Soul II Soul rewrote the rules of how an act – any act, black or white – should brand itself and maintain a tight hold over its own image, merchandising has been brought in-house by anybody with so much as a t-shirt to sell, and online shopping means it is actually paying off. Acts are managing their own narratives with such commercially successful propositions as Jammer’s Lords of the Mic DVD series and Janet Kay, Victor Romero Evans and Carroll Thompsons music’n’drama touring stage show The Lovers Rock Monologues.

The Brit Awards (sometimes stylised as the BRIT Awards; often simply called the Brits) are the British Phonographic Industry’s annual pop music awards. The name was originally a shortened form of “British”, “Britain” or “Britannia” (in the early days the awards were sponsored by Britannia Music Club), but subsequently became a backronym for British Record Industry Trusts Show.

The Mercury Prize, formerly called the Mercury Music Prize, is an annual music prize awarded for the best album from the United Kingdom and Ireland. It was established by the British Phonographic Industry and British Association of Record Dealers in 1992 as an alternative to the Brit Awards.
Timeline of Key Events

1919 The Southern Syncopated orchestra arrive in London from America, bringing jazz music to Britain for the first time.

1927 Parlophone records (now part of EMI) licenses nine calypsos recorded by Trinidadians in New York as the first West Indian records released in Britain.

1931 Guyanese clarinettist and arranger Rudolph Dunbar arrives in Britain. Among the jazz and calypso bands he sets up are the All-British Coloured band, and Rudolph Dunbar and his African polyphony.

1934 Calypso superstars Lionel Belasco and Sam Manning arrive in Britain, hugely boosting the genre.

1935 Amy Ashwood Garvey and Sam Manning found the massively influential Florence Mills social parlour at 50 Carnaby Street. This venue became a favourite hangout for Black activists, intellectuals, politicians and musicians from all around the world. The Ministry of Labour cancels an agreement with America and allows musicians from either country to work in the other without a work permit. This vastly increases opportunities in Britain for African/Caribbean musicians from the Commonwealth.

1937 Ken ‘Snakehips’ Johnson’s West Indian dance band is Britain’s first all-Black British swing band. The band is put together with Jamaican-born trumpeter Leslie Thompson inspired by Marcus Garvey.

1938 Brunswick records releases six US recorded calypso singles in Britain. Among them are tunes by Roaring Lion and Lord Beginner.

1939 The outbreak of World War II sees large numbers of West Indian and Wests African Commonwealth citizens enlist in the British armed forces. Jazz and swing remain popular but calypso also becomes more widespread.

1940 Nigerian drummer and guitarist Ambrose Campbell founds the West African Rhythm brothers. Trinidadian Lauderic Caton settles in London to join the Jigs Club band. Through him the electric guitar becomes part of the British jazz scene. More than anyone else he develops the instrument as a jazz keystone.

1941 The British jazz world is devastated when a Luftwaffe bomb scores a direct hit on London’s Café de Paris, killing Ken ‘Snakehips’ Johnson and several other musicians. The BBC World Service launches Caribbean voices, devoted to West Indian writing.

1942 Rudolph Dunbar becomes the first Black man to conduct the London Philharmonic Orchestra at the Royal Albert Hall.

1944 Edric and Pearl Connor arrive in London from Trinidad setting up the Edric Connor agency, working exclusive with Black talent.
1946 Founded by Jamaicans Richie Riley and Berto Pasuka, Europe’s first Black ballet company, Les Ballet Negres, debuts with a triumphant run at Notting Hill’s Twentieth century theatre.

1947 Identifying a growing demand for home grown Black music, Emil Shalit founds the record company Melodisc, recording jazz and calypso.

1948 Lord Kitchener arrives on the Empire Windrush, and gives his famously ‘impromptu’ performance of London is the Place for me to a Pathé news film crew.

1950 EMI records jumps into the calypso market, taking Lords Kitchener and Beginner into its Abbey Road studios to record records for released through Parlophone. The BBC gives musical husband and wife Boscoe and Sheila Holder their own tv show. The Southlanders were formed in this year by Edric Connor and Vernon Nesbeth. Group members included brothers Harry and Allan Charles Wilmot. Harry is the father of Gary Wilmot the singer, actor and comedian.

1951 The Trinidad All-Steel percussion orchestra (TAPSO) plays at the Festival of Britain, the first time a steel band performs in Britain.

1954 Jamaican Duke Vin sets up what is widely regarded as Britain’s first authentic Jamaican sound system. Winfred Atwell has a number one single with Let’s have another party.

1956 Guyanese calypso singer and actor Cy Grant is given his own chat show, For members only, by the London regional TV broadcaster Associated Television.

1958 Trinidadian community organiser and journalist Claudia Jones launches one of the earliest known Black newspapers, the West Indian Gazette. It plays a huge part in galvanizing Black communities around politics and the arts. Fela Kuti comes to Britain to study medicine.

1959 Fela Kuti makes his recording debut, Fela’s special on Melodisc. Claudia Jones organised a carnival style indoor event at St Pancras Town Hill. Acts include Boscoe and Sheila Holder, Edric Connor and the Mighty Terror.

1964 The Russ Henderson Steel band – featuring Sterling Betancourt – leads an impromptu road march around the streets of Ladbroke Grove. This march eventually joined forces a few years later with the founders of the earlier indoor event which has now become the well-known Notting Hill Carnival annual event.

1965 Eddy Grant forms The Equals, the first group to approach post-Beatles, beat, group pop music from a Black perspective.

1966 The Bamboo club opens in Bristol. The idea of Lalel and Tony Bullmore it became a world-famous blues and reggae club in St Pauls. Many well-known artists played here including Jimmy Cliff and Bob Marley. It was also acted as a community centre for the St Pauls community. It stayed open for 11 years until it burnt down in 1977.

1968 Baby come back gives the Equals their first and only UK number one single.

1969 Desmond Dekker’s The Israelites reaches number one in the British charts, beginning a Trojan records explosion. For the next two-three years, reggae will be a regular feature of the British charts.
1970 The Equals release *Black skinned blue eyed boys*. The record company President refuse to release the song, leaving Eddy Grant to self-finance what becomes a top 10 hit.

1971 Osibisa release their first self-titled album to capture the excitement of the band’s on-stage performance when it’s recorded live in one take. Fela Kuti records Fela’s London scene at Abbey Road studios.

1973 Eddy Grant opens Coach House studios in Stamford Hill.

1974 *Caught you in a lie*, by Louisa Mark produced by Dennis Bovell is released on Lloydie Coxsone own label Outerinternational.

1976 Black Echoes launches. This weekly newspaper focuses on British produced Black music, boosting genres such as Lovers rock, jazz funk and northern soul.

1977 The Real thing release their second album, 4 from 8, a clever mix of pop, soul and subtle political statement. Dennis Harris launch the Lover’s rock record label with Dennis Bovell and guitarist John Kpiaya as musical directors. The label’s first release is *I’m in love with a dreadlocks* by Brown Sugar.

1978 Birmingham’s Steel Pulse release *Handsworth Revolution*, presenting UK roots music as a group, rather than a singer and backing band.

1979 Janet Kaye’s single *Silly Games* gets to number two in the charts.

1980 Dread Broadcasting Corporation (DBC) launches as one of the earliest Black pirate radio station. Playing a cross-section of music including funk, African, R&B and Lover’s rock, DBC sought to create a sound system vibe on the airwaves.

1982 Schoolboy Birmingham reggae band, Musical Youth’s debut single *Pass the Dutchie* goes straight into the charts at no 26, moving up to the no 1 the following week.

1983 The Wild Bunch sound system is formed in Bristol, introducing the notion of a sound system without a rig.

1984 Kiss FM launches as a pirate station – DJs include Jazzie B, Trevor Nelson, Norman Jam, Tim Westwood and Gilles Peterson.

1986 Soul II Soul launch their now legendary Sunday night session at the Africa centre. Courtney Pine founds the Jazz Warriors with the intention of promoting and developing British Jazz.

1988 Derek B was the first UK rapper to achieve pop success. In this year he released his album, *Bullet from a Gun* which sold over 60,000 copies.

1990 After conquering America with their first album, Club Classics Vol 1, Soul II Soul win two Grammies and three Soul Train Music awards. Choice FM began as an independent company in March 1990, broadcasting from studios in Trinity Gardens, Brixton. It was Britain’s first 24-hour Black music radio station with a licence, covering South London.

1994 Rinse FM launches from a Tower Hamlets flat belonging to the mum of its 16 year old co-founder DJ Slimzee.

1995 The rapper Rebel MC reinvents himself as righteously Rastafarian junglist Congo Natty.
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1996 Roni Size forms *Reprazent*, essentially jungle supplemented with live instrumentation in Bristol. The following year they win the Mercury Music Prize for the *New Forms* album.

1999 UK garage and 2-step go over ground and artists like Shanks and Bigfoot, Craig David, Oxide & Neutrino, MJ Cole, So Solid Crew, Wookie and Artful Dodger become Top of the Pops regulars.

2000 Big Apple Records opens in Croydon and becomes a dubstep hub: Zed Bias, Horsepower, El-B and Mala and Coki (better known as DMZ) hang out there. Hatcha and Skream work behind the counter, and Artwork’s studio is upstairs.

2001 Sarah Lockhart launches FWD>>, a low-key dubstep club night that becomes a driving force behind the music, as DJs and producers try things out in a dynamic environment.

2002 Perhaps the most influential grime collective of all, Roll Deep is formed – Jammer, Dizzee, Wiley, Skepta and Target are all signed up. Ms Dynamite wins the Mercury Music Prize *for A Little Deeper*.

2003 Dizzie Rascal wins the Mercury Music prize for his *Boy in Da Corner* album.

2006 16 year old Jamal Edwards launches Smokey Barz TV (SBTV) with self-filmed Youtube footage of grime freestyle. This first consolidated platform soon attracts the likes of Dizzee, Wiley and Tinchy Stryder.

2010 Producer, songwriter and progressive artist Labrinth becomes the first non-TV talent shot artists to be signed to Simon Cowell’s Syco record label.


2012 Celebrating Black British music past and present, both Dizzee Rascal and the Nostalgia Steel Band are on the bill for the London Olympics 2012 Opening ceremony, as well as Soul II Soul, Emili Sande and Tinie Tempah.

2013 *Sounds Like London: 100 years of Black music in the capital* – the first detailed narrative history of a century of Black British music - is published to enormous international acclaim.

2017 Self-produced and self-financed Ray BLK wins the BBC Sound of Music 2017 prize, the first time it has been awarded to an unsigned artist.
Black Cultural Archives – Collections

Please find below a list of selected sources held by the Black Cultural Archives which relate directly to Black British music and the themes including both archive material and also books from the reference library.

What is archive material?

An archive can mean a single record, or it can be an entire collection containing thousands of records. Everyone creates their own individual archive which includes letters, photographs and diaries. In the heritage sector, archives refer to unique records which are kept for their historic or social value. The archive collections at Black Cultural Archives include mostly paper records, including personal papers, periodicals, ephemera, and photographs. Black Cultural Archives, however, are increasingly receiving more and more digital material.

What is the reference library?

The reference library at Black Cultural Archives is accessible to all visitors to the reading room and currently holds 8,000 catalogued book titles. The library collection spans the majority of the later twentieth century and covers a variety of subject areas surrounding art, anthropology, education, history, and racism, as well as sociology.

Archive

1. ADDITIONAL MANUSCRIPTS

AMS/2012 Samuel Coleridge-Taylor (1875-1912), composer, was born on 15 August 1875 in Holborn, London. This collection contains theatre programmes, postcards, press cuttings and cigarette cards on the life and career of Samuel Coleridge-Taylor. [see also COLETAY collection]

2. BLACK CULTURAL ARCHIVES

Since Black Cultural Archives began in 1981 the organisation has been collecting and collating research material on the history of African and Caribbean people in Britain. This material was catalogued during the Documenting Archives project and can be found in the series BCA/5/1

BCA/5/1/25 Black classical music, c1975 – c1998 Includes: a programme for a lecture/recital "The piano music of Black composers: a legacy"; correspondence from Raymond Jackson; reference material; Raymond Jackson's cv; a concert programme for the Horniman Conservatory; a programme for the 26th season of the London Mozart Players

BCA/5/1/94 Black Swing Era c1986

BCA/5/1/156 Music 1990s Press cuttings on various musicians including Shake Keane.
3. **DEREK BOLAND**

Derek Boland (15 January 1965 – 15 November 2009), better known by his stage name Derek B, was a British rapper. His most commercially successful releases were ‘Goodgroove’ and ‘Bad Young Brother’ in 1988. Born in Hammersmith, London, to Trinidadian nurse Jenny Boland, he started DJing at the age of 15 in a mobile unit around London. He then joined local pirate radio stations such as Kiss FM and LWR and finally starting his own station, WBLS. Items in this collection include:

DERKEB Two notebooks of manuscript lyrics by Derek Boland, Two articles from ‘The Face’ magazine [Nov 1987 and Sept 1988], One silver disc commemorating 60,000 copies being sold of the album Bullet from a gun [1988]

4. **EPHEMERA**

EPHEMERA/443 Flyers, press cuttings and correspondence relating to the band, The Southlanders. The Southlanders were formed in this year by Edric Connor and Vernon Nesbeth. Group members included brothers Harry and Allan Charles Wilmot. Harry is the father of Gary Wilmot the singer, actor and comedian.

27 September 1957-13 May 1969 10 items

5. **SAMUEL COLERIDGE TAYLOR**

Samuel Coleridge-Taylor (1875-1912), composer, was born on 15 August 1875 in Holborn, London. His mother, Alice raised her son in Croydon. Coleridge Taylor was given a violin at a young age, and in 1890 was sponsored to study at the Royal College of Music studying composition under Charles Villiers Stanford. His works were presented at college concerts and Coleridge-Taylor’s Five Anthems were published in 1892. Encouraged by the success of his early works, Ballade A Minor, and Hiawatha’s Wedding Feast, Coleridge-Taylor became prolific in the composition of music for theatre, sacred and secular choral works, orchestral works, and pieces for strings and piano. He taught composition at Trinity College of Music and at the Guildhall School of Music, and judged numerous competitions around Britain. Coleridge-Taylor died of pneumonia at his home on 1 September 1912.

COLETAY/1/14 Suite from the Hiawatha Ballet Music [1919]

COLETAY/1/20 A Tale of Old Japan [1911]

COLETAY/2 Programmes, [1912-1987]
6. JEFFREY GREEN

As a teenager Jeffrey Green developed an interest in Black American jazz of the 1920s. Aware that many musicians of the jazz bands of the 1920s and 1930s had been produced by the Jenkins Orphanage of Charleston, South Carolina, he researched the story of one of the sons of orphanage founder Revd D J Jenkins. Edmund T. Jenkins (1894-1926) had attended London's Royal Academy of Music for seven years in the early 1900s. Green went on to write on jazz performers, the migrant experience, and individuals such as the London doctor John Alcindor and Samuel Coleridge Taylor.

GREEN/2/1 “Directory of scholars researching Black Music”, c1980s.
GREEN/2/11 Black Music research journal Volume 15, number 1, Spring 1995. Contains the article "Black musical Internationalism in England in the 1920s" by Jeffrey Green and Howard Rye.

7. PERIODICALS


The magazine was started by music lover, journalist, and general club goer Paul Bradshaw, to cover the emerging Black music scene that he saw expanding in London and Britain. It was also around the same time that house music hit British shores around summer 1988. The title Straight no chaser refers to the 1956 tune by Thelonious Sphere Monk. The magazine was dedicated to championing all music on a global perspective. It was published in Britain and distributed for sale across the whole country, much of Europe, metropolitan areas of the US and other countries.


This was the first Black music newspaper in Britain, which started in 1976 as a weekly newspaper under the name 'Black Echoes'. Later on it switched to a monthly issue called 'Echoes'. Featured music genres were soul, reggae, R and B, jazz, gospel, funk, and northern soul. The paper started at a time when there was no internet, pirate radio and specialist reggae stations, when reggae books and records where hard to find in high street shops, thus it was a gateway for the distribution of information and news on reggae music in the UK and Jamaica.


This magazine aimed to cover the whole spectrum of Black music during this period which included reggae, jazz, blues and African music. It also featured many African American artists as well as details of both American and British single and album charts.


The general subjects of this newspaper are politics, political activism, fashion, music, arts and entertainment, international news, women, religion (Christianity) and sports. The ethos of the newspaper was to inform about national and international news regarding Black Britons, Africans and people with African descent all over the world.
8. PHOTOGRAPH

PHOTOS/51 Photographic portraits of Rudolph Dunbar, noted composer and musician. He was involved with Harlem jazz scene, and was the first Black man to conduct the London Philharmonic in 1942. c1950s.

PHOTOS/62 Black and white photograph of Dave Wilkins (1914-1990), Barbados-born jazz trumpeter, moved to London in 1937 and played with Ken ‘Snakehips’ Johnson's West Indian Swing Band. c20th century.


PHOTOS/77 Negatives and a photograph of articles about Frank Holden, Bunny Neill, Dizzy and The Vagabonds, written by Valerie Wilmer. Mid-20th Century.

PHOTOS/116 3. Coloured photographic reproduction of the cover of a concert bill for the Royal Albert Hall. The cover features a portrait of Coleridge-Taylor and a reproduction of his signature. November 22, 1912.

9. PRESS

This collection consists of a variety of original and photographic press cuttings.

PRESS/20 This collection of newspaper cuttings includes an obituary of the reggae artist Dennis Brown [1999].

PRESS/49 This collection of press relating to articles of Jazz artists includes a photograph of Billy Taylor in the Guardian [21 April 1995], Count Basie and Charlie Parker in the Observer [4 September 1994].

PRESS/110 This collection of magazines includes Paul Robeson on the front cover of Weekly illustrated and Linton Kwesi Johnson on the cover of New Musical express [1936 and 1975].
10. RECORD

RECORD/2, A variety of vinyl records of various artists including [1970s – 1980s]:

“Hiawatha”, Samuel Coleridge Taylor His Master’s Voice (1960);
“Rasta Revolution”, Bob Marley and the Wailers, Trojan Records (1974);
“Bob Marley and the Wailers”, Surprise Records (1970);
“Stardust”, “Jealousy”, Leslie A Hutchinson, His Master’s Voice (undated);
“This Is Madness”, The Last Poets, Celluloid Records, (1984);
Praise Jah”, Jah Lion, Congo Records (1983);
“Zombie”, Fela and Afrika 70, Creole Records (1977);
Natural Love” LP, Natural Mystic, Ethnic Fight Records (1979);


RECORD/98 BBC Old grey whistle test - Bob Marley + Wailers - Bandung Productions VHS. [late 20th century]

RECORD/143 Undiscovered piano works. Samuel Coleridge-Taylor (1875-1912)

RECORD/162 Hip hop recordings [2002-2004]

RECORD/166 Resisting the system: reggae in the 21st century One 80 minute film by Dr William "Lez" henry exploring reggae culture. [2008]

RECORD/167 50 Carnaby Street One 22 minute film featuring Lloyd Coxsonne talking about the Roaring Twenties club at 50 Carnaby Street from 1961, produced by Lucy Harrison. There is also a 50 page pamphlet about the Carnaby Echoes project. Of particular note is details about the Nest club, Deal Reak records, and The Florence Mills social club. [2014]

RECORD/168 Mod Ska 40 original sixties classics (Ska anthems) [2012]

RECORD/171 Sword of Jah invasion 5 tracks of Reggae tunes including Sword of Jah Mouth and Dancing spirit. [2016]

11. RUNNYMEDE

The Runnymede Trust is a non-government organisation that was established in 1968. It has worked for four decades to challenge racial discrimination and promote a successful multi-ethnic Britain. The Trust provides the facts of racial discrimination and the techniques for overcoming it, stimulating debate and suggesting strategies in public policy.

RC/RF/20/03/A Articles, leaflets, press releases and other material on Black and ethnic minority culture and arts in Britain. Includes material on pop music, comedy, visual art, photography, film, literature, jazz, Reggae, theatre, food. Includes material on the representation of Black and ethnic minorities in art as well as Black and ethnic minority artists, racism and marginalisation in the arts. October 1982 - September 1993.


Reference Library

General
780.92 BRA, Sounds like London, Bradley, Lloyd 2014
780.92 BRA, Bass Culture: when Reggae was king, Bradley, Lloyd 2001
781.646 DEK, Tighten Up! The history of reggae in the UK, Michael de Koningh, 2003
966 CAS, West Africa: word, symbol song, Casely-Hayford, Gus, 2015
920 GAR, Amy Ashwood Garvey : Pan-Africanist, feminist and Mrs. Marcus Garvey no.1, or, a Tale of Two Armies, Martin, Tony, 2007

Blues
784.530 CHA, The roots of the blues, Charters, Samuel, 1981

Calypso
781.64 MAH, The Roots of Calypso, Maharaj George D., 2004
781.64 OTT Calposonians from then to now, Ottley, Rudolph, 1998

Classical
821.91 NOY A Tale of Old Japan / Alfred Noyes 1914
920 COL, The heritage of Samuel Coleridge-Taylor, Coleridge-Taylor, Avril, 1979

Gospel
783.7 ODE, Jordan's demeanours: research in UK Black gospel music, Odeniran, Isaac, 2014
783.7 SMI, British Black gospel: the foundations of this vibrant UK sound, Smith-Alexander, Steve, 2009

Hip-hop

Reggae
782.421 KON Koningh, Michael and Cane-Honeysett, Laurence, Young, Gifted and Black: the story of Trojan records, 2003
782.421 HEB Cut 'n' mix: culture identity and Caribbean music, Hebdige, Dick, 1987
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Swing/Jazz

781.650 GOO Bass lines: a life in Jazz, Goode, Coleridge and Cotterrell, Roger, 2002

781.650 CAR A century of Jazz: a hundred years of the greatest music ever made, Carr, Roy, 1999

781.650 KOF, Black nationalism and revolution in music, Kofsky, Frank, 1970

781.650 COT From Jazz funk and fusion to Acid Jazz: a history of the UK Jazz dance scene, Cotgrove, ‘Snowboy’ Mark, 2009

920 THO Swing from a small island: the story of Leslie Thompson, Thompson, Leslie, 2009

External sources

General

British record shop archive http://www.britishrecordshoparchive.org/

Black Music research unit, University of Westminster
https://www.westminster.ac.uk/camri/research-areas/black-music-research-unit

Bamboo Club archive footage

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-bristol-37754495

Records of the Bamboo club


Brixton Time Machine

The Brixton Time Machine explores and documents the shared entertainment (and cultural) history of Brixton, South London and its’ peoples from 1910 to the present day. The project themes relate to popular public entertainment including films and cinemas, performances and venues, music and fashion or style.

https://vimeo.com/thebrixtontimemachine

Blues and Soul

Blues in Britain http://www.bluesinbritain.org/links/history-archives/

BBC Four, Blues Collection

http://www.bbc.co.uk/informationandarchives/archivenews/2013/bbc4_blues_collection
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Classical
Samuel Coleridge Taylor Foundation https://sctf.org.uk/

Black Classical music blog http://79.170.40.182/blackclassicalmusic.uk/?p=8

Gospel
Oh Happy Day recordings – London Metropolitan Archives
https://www.cityoflondon.gov.uk/things-to-do/london-metropolitan-archives/Pages/default.aspx

Jazz
National Jazz Archive https://www.nationaljazzarchive.co.uk/

Jazz Music Archives http://www.jazzmusicarchives.com/

Reggae
Reggae Archive records http://reggaearchiverecords.com/

If you have any queries regarding this subject guide or would like to book an appointment to view archive material then please contact the Collections team at archives@bcaheritage.org.uk. Alternatively, you can call 0203 757 8511.